Introduction {#S1}
============

In a scenario where an old man falls down and a young man helps him up, is the young man's behavior beautiful or is it good? The former refers to *moral beauty*, and the latter to *moral goodness*. However, both linguistic labels refer to the same human act. Therefore, this leads to a significant problem of whether moral beauty judgments and moral goodness judgments involve the same cognitive processes or different cognitive processes with different linguistic labels.

In the field of philosophy, this problem has been argued since Antiquity. Some philosophers insisted on combining beauty and goodness together, while others proposed that beauty and goodness were different ([@R46]). To solve this significant problem, we should not only depend on philosophical speculations, but also on more direct evidence from empirical research. However, due to methodological limitations, it was difficult to investigate moral beauty and moral goodness effectively in the past. Only with this century's technological progress, especially in cognitive neuroscience, this topic has been investigated empirically. Recently, researchers in psychology performed a number of studies on the internal processes and neural mechanisms of moral judgments, moral sense, moral aesthetic judgments, and aesthetic sense, achieving many worthwhile results (e.g., [@R12]; [@R52]).

First, previous studies concerned the process of moral goodness judgments. Moral judgment refers to the action of giving moral value to a certain behavior or event based on moral principles or a value criterion ([@R12]). There are two viewpoints explaining the process of moral goodness judgments, namely, the *cognitive reasoning* viewpoint and the *emotional intuitive* viewpoint. The former emphasizes that moral goodness judgments are the cognitive and reasoning processes influenced by social rules and that cognition and reasoning play a crucial role in the moral process ([@R30]), while the latter suggests that moral goodness judgments are processes driven by emotions and that emotional processing directly determines the result of moral goodness judgments ([@R15]). Moreover, in recent years, some researchers proposed the dual-process theory to explain moral processing. It posits that both cognitive reasoning and emotion are involved in moral judgments but that the former's function is related to the abstract moral principle while the latter's function is associated with social adaption. This viewpoint was confirmed by many previous studies using neuroimaging and event-related potentials (ERPs; [@R10], [@R13], [@R14]; [@R43]). Previous studies have found that ERPs of the temporo-parietal area and the prefrontal area are significantly activated in experiments related to moral judgments ([@R9]; [@R35]; [@R42]). Furthermore, in their meta-analysis, Greene and Haidt ([@R11]) identified several important brain areas which are closely related to moral judgment processing, such as the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), the posterior cingulate gyrus, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), and confirmed that these brain areas were closely related to emotional processing and cognitive processing, suggesting that the "moral brain" is a complex overlap of the "emotional brain" and the "cognitive brain". Haidt ([@R20], [@R21]) has further illustrated the functional mechanism of cognition and emotion in the process of moral goodness judgments. He showed that emotion played an important role in moral processing and that the subsequent cognition was affected by emotion. In turn, cognitive processes can also drive the emotional process in moral goodness judgments. Taken together, the process of moral goodness judgments is the result of emotion combined with cognition.

Researchers have also conducted a series of studies on the process of beauty and the sense of beauty. According to aesthetic theories, beauty includes natural beauty, artistic beauty, and moral beauty ([@R3]; [@R8]; [@R19]); the first two belong to *external*beauty, and the latter to *inner*beauty. Researchers previously explored the brain mechanisms of processing various external beauty using neuroimaging. The results showed that the brain areas involved in external beauty judgments are the ventral pathways related to visual processing (V1, V2, V4, and the inferior temporal gyrus), superior frontal gyrus, which is related to cognitive processing, and orbital frontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex, which are related to emotional processing ([@R52]; [@R28]). The evidence from neuroimaging on external beauty judgments further verifies the assumption of aesthetic theory that beauty judgments consist of perceptual, cognitive, and emotional processes ([@R3]; [@R8]), of which perceiving the object image is the primary step. Moreover, the two-stage processing model of Höfel and Jacobsen ([@R24], [@R25]) points out that aesthetic judgments include image integration and classified evaluation, with image integration coming first. In recent years, some researchers have studied the process of inner beauty-moral beauty judgments. Haidt et al. ([@R17], [@R18]) described moral beauty as the expression of humanity, virtue, and talents independent of perceivable physical forms, which is based on the understanding of social rules and is highly related to social emotions and social cognition. Wang et al. ([@R51]) studied the process of moral beauty judgments using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and found that moral beauty judgments activated the orbital frontal cortex (OFC), inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), and superior frontal gyrus (SFG). The OFC is related to emotional processing ([@R4]; [@R34]); the IFG is related to visual processing ([@R49]; [@R41]; [@R50]); the SFG is related to cognitive appraisal processing ([@R39]; [@R13]; [@R22]; [@R28]; [@R38]). These studies showed that common processing occurred between moral beauty judgments and general beauty judgments, that is, among the perceived image, emotional evaluation, and cognitive reasoning.

In conclusion, though there are no studies directly investigating the differences or similarities between the processes of moral beauty and moral goodness have been published yet, previous studies in these two areas have achieved impressive results. Previous research found that the processing of moral goodness judgments (good and evil) primarily included cognitive and emotional processing ([@R21]), while moral beauty judgments (beauty and ugliness) primarily included perceptual, cognitive, and emotional processing ([@R51]). Obviously, moral beauty judgments, but not moral goodness judgments, have the extra processing of the perceived image. Moral beauty judgments may start with image perception, while moral goodness judgments may start directly with cognition or emotion, which may be the most important difference between them. Based on these speculations, we mainly investigated whether image affects moral beauty judgments but not moral goodness judgments. In the present study, the basic experimental design was as follows: the participants completed moral beauty and moral goodness judgment tasks for the same positive social behavior of the same person. If the moral beauty judgment processing was affected by the person's image (attractive or unattractive), which was not manipulated in the moral goodness judgment condition, then we would obtain empirical evidence that the processes of moral beauty judgments and moral goodness judgments are different. Specifically, we used ERPs to explore the influence of image changes on moral beauty and moral goodness judgments. Event-related potentials is a direct measure of neural activity in response to a specific event. With its high temporal resolution and moderate capability for spatial localization, ERP analysis is useful to examine time-locked differences in the field of social cognition.

The current study focused on P2 and LPP. The P2 is a typical brain electrical component which reflects the stimulus materials for bottomup perceptual processing, especially in the areas at the back of the brain and the parietal-occipital area. This perceptual processing not only involves the discrimination of a simple stimulus, but also integration of multiple characteristics [@R36]; [@R44]), reflecting high-level perceptual processing ([@R32]). In the current study, we explored the separation condition of P2 in moral goodness judgments and moral beauty judgments with different face images (beautiful and ugly). We hypothesized that the process of moral beauty judgments starts with image perception, followed by cognitive and emotional processing, whereas the process of moral goodness judgments starts directly with cognitive and emotional processing. Hence, the separation tendency of P2 should be observed with beautiful and ugly faces in moral beauty judgments but not in moral goodness judgments. The LPP reflects the long slow wave in higher-order cognitive processes ([@R48]), which includes cognitive evaluation, inference, and recall ([@R5], [@R6]; [@R7]; [@R26]). Because the perceived image is included in the process of moral beauty judgments, it may trigger the separation of the LPP. On the other hand, this separation will not happen in the process of moral goodness judgments.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

**Participants**

Forty-six (range: 18-23 years) right-handed college students were recruited as participants from South China Normal University. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were divided into two groups: 26 (14 women) participants for behavior experiments and 20 (10 women) participants for the electroencephalograph (EEG) experiments. The present study was approved by the Academic Committee of the School of Psychology of South China Normal University. Informed consent was obtained from all participants before the experiment and payment was made after the experiments.

**Stimuli**

Experimental materials consisted of 80 behavior scenarios (positive behaviors and negative behaviors, 40 each), 80 beautiful faces (male and female, 40 each), and 80 ugly faces (male and female, 40 each).

Figure 1Examples of face images

Figure 2Examples of scene materials

*Methods of selecting facial image materials*. Three hundred photographs of nonfamous human faces were selected from Chinese photographs. All were full-face pictures, gazing straight with only neutral facial expressions. We used Photoshop software to unify the standard of image processing, by removing the external characteristics of ears, hair, and neck, keeping only the characteristics of eyes, nose, and cheeks (see Figure 1). The photographs were digitized to grayscale and cropped to fit in an oval window of 202 × 225 px (visual angle = 2 °).

Eighty college students (range, 19--25 years) conducted a 9-point standardized assessment (1 = *very ugly*; 9 = *very beautiful*) of the photographs. According to the assessment results, we selected 80 beautiful faces (6.652 ± 0.038; male and female, 40 each) and 80 ugly faces (3.046 ± 0.013; male and female, 40 each, see Figure 1).

*Method of selecting behavior scenario materials.* Referring to the previous study by Wang et al. ([@R51]), we used sentences to describe individual positive and negative behaviors in daily life, for example, the boy helped the girl lift heavy weights, the girl refused to give way to the old man. Then, we drew the corresponding scenes using stick figures in black and white. We created 40 scenes reflecting positive behaviors (20 characters were women) and 40 scenes of negative behaviors (20 characters were women; see Figure 2). The stick figures were 598 × 500 px in size. In the preliminary experiments, we selected 18 college students to evaluate the scenarios' positive character on a 7-point scale and confirmed that the positive behavior scenes (5.278 ± 0.148) had higher positivity scores than the negative behavior scenes (2.383 ± 0.112).

The experiment consisted of 40 positive behavior scenes, 40 negative behavior scenes, 80 beautiful faces (male and female, 40 each), and 80 ugly faces (male and female, 40 each). We divided 40 positive behavior scenes into two groups (A and B). Every scene matched with a beautiful or ugly face to form four groups (first group: A scene + beautiful faces, 20; second group: A scenes + ugly faces, 20; third group: B scene + beautiful faces 20; fourth group: B scenes + ugly faces, 20). The matching process used a random method which yielded an equal number of men and women under various conditions. We put the first and fourth groups into Series 1, the second and third groups into Series 2, and the two series included 80 items as experimental materials. We put 40 negative behavior scenes into Series 3 and Series 4 in the same way, and these two series of materials included 80 items as filler materials.

**Experimental Design and Procedure**

We used a 2 × 2 two-factor within-subjects design; the first independent variable was judgment tasks, including moral beauty and moral goodness judgments. The second independent variable was face images, including beautiful faces and ugly faces.

The study was divided into Experiment 1 and 2. Experiment 1 was the behavior experiment. Twenty-six participants completed the tasks, then behavioral response data were collected. Experiment 2 was the EEG experiment. Twenty participants completed the tasks, similar to Experiment 1, and we collected brain electrical activity data and behavioral response data to compare with Experiment 1. The experiments were conducted individually, and each participant made moral goodness judgments or moral beauty judgments for both experiments. The participants were randomly divided into two sequential groups; participants in the first group were instructed to make moral goodness judgments for Series 1 (experimental materials) and Series 3 (filler materials) firstly (the series were randomly presented), and then make moral beauty judgments of Series 2 (experimental materials) and Series 4 (filler materials); participants in the second group were instructed to make moral beauty judgments of Series 2 (experimental materials) and Series 4 (filler materials) firstly and then make moral goodness judgments of Series 1 (experimental materials) and Series 3 (filler materials). The two tasks had the same experimental procedure but different instructions. That is, the order in which the two groups made moral beauty judgments and moral goodness judgments was reversed to balance the effects of material presentation order on the participants\' ratings. The moral goodness judgment task required the participants to judge how good the character in the scenario's behavior was and the moral beauty judgment task required them to judge how beautiful the character in the scenario's behavior was.

The procedure was as follows: Before the experiment started officially, participants were informed of the task requirements and the entire procedure, emphasizing that the face image showed the character in the subsequent behavioral scene, which was marked by a red arrow. When the experiment started, participants sat in a soundproof room and focused on the center of the screen from about 100 cm away. Experiment 1 and 2 had the same procedure. As shown in Figure 3, each trial began with a 500 ms fixation followed by a 100--300 ms blank screen. Then, the face image was presented for 2 s, followed by randomly rendered 500--800 ms blank. After that, the scene drawing was presented for 2 s and the participants were prompted to respond as soon as possible. Afterwards, an empty screen was showed for 1 s. Experiment 1 was a behavior experiment, and we only collected behavioral response data. In Experiment 2, we also collected behavioral response data, but primarily focused on brain electrical activity data.

**Event-Related Potential Recording and Analysis**

The EEG data were recorded from 64 electrode sites (according to the International 10-20 system) using a NeuroScan system. The left mastoid was used as the online reference. The average of the right and left mastoids was used as the offline reference. The reference electrode was at the nasal tip. To monitor the eye movements, bipolar horizontal and vertical electrooculograms were recorded. All electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. The sampling rate was 1000 Hz. The data were filtered online with a 0.05--100 Hz band pass and refiltered offline with a 0.01--30 Hz band pass. A Neuroscan 4.5 was used for offline analyses of EEG data and a regression procedure was performed to remove ocular artifacts. Based on the average reaction time, we selected 1000 ms as the epoch after the display of behavior scenario stimuli, and 100 ms prior to the onset of the stimuli (behavior scenarios) was used as the baseline.

Grand average ERPs were averaged for the four conditions beautiful faces + moral goodness judgments, ugly faces + moral goodness judgments, beautiful faces + moral beauty judgments, and ugly faces + moral beauty judgments. As is shown in the average map of the ERPs (see Figure 4), each condition elicited the N1 and P2 in the parietaloccipital area. Therefore, the average amplitudes of N1 (130-160ms) and P2 (180-250ms) were measured and analyzed. The following nine electrode sites were selected for the analyses of the P2 and N2 components: paretial (Pz, P3, and P4), parieto-occipital (PO3, POz, and PO4), and occipital (Oz, O3, and O4). After the N1 and P2, a LPP was elicited in the centro-parietal site. Therefore, the nine electrode sites from the central to the parietal were selected for the analyses, which included the central (C3, Cz, and C4), the centro-parietal (CPz, CP3, and CP4), and parietal (Pz, P3, and P4) sites ([@R0]). A 2 × 2 (Image \[beautiful, ugly\] × Task \[moral beauty, moral goodness\]) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on he mean amplitude of the N1, P2, and LPP using SPSS 17.0 software package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). For significant interactions, we further analyzed the simple effect of image (beautiful/ugly) in the two task conditions (moral beauty/moral goodness). All results used the Greenhouse-Geisser parameters to revise the *p*value and the Bonferroni-Holm method to correct for multiple testing.

Figure 3Illustration of one experimental trial.

Figure 4The grand mean ERP waveforms induced by image (beautiful/ugly face) in the moral beauty and moral goodness judgment tasks at the Fz, Cz, Pz, and Oz electrode sites
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**Behavioral Results**

We analyzed the behavioral data of 26 participants from Experiment 1. A 2 × 2 (Image \[beautiful, ugly\] × Task \[moral beauty, moral goodness\]) analysis on the score data demonstrated that the interaction between image and task was significant, *F*(1, 25) = 9.629, *p* = .005, η^2^ = 0.278. Further analysis showed that for moral beauty judgments, the scores (5.97 ± 0.64) for beautiful faces were significantly higher (5.30 ± 0.61) than for ugly faces, *F*(1, 25) = 15.742, *p* = .001, η^2^ = 0.386. However, we did not observe significant differences in scores between beautiful faces (5.68 ± 0.84) and ugly faces (5.61 ± 0.84) in the moral goodness judgments task, *F*(1, 25) = 1.174,*p*= .289, η^2^ = 0.045.

Similarly, in the two-way ANOVA of the score data from the EEG experiment (behavior data of Experiment 2), we also found a significant interaction between image and task, *F*(1, 19) = 7.285, *p* = .014, η^2^ = 0.277. Further analysis showed that the scores for beautiful faces (5.71 ± 0.67) were significantly higher than the scores for ugly faces (5.17 ± 0.65) in the moral beauty judgments task, *F*(1, 19) = 41.294, *p* \< .001, η^2^ = 0.685. Similar to Experiment 1, we also observed no significant differences in scores between beautiful faces (5.76 ± 0.58) and ugly faces (5.63 ± 0.82) in the moral goodness judgments task, *F*(1, 19) = 0.940, *p* = .344, η^2^ = 0.047.

**Event-Related Potential Data**

*N1*. A three-factor repeated-measures ANOVA of task (moral beauty judgments, moral goodness judgments) × image (beautiful faces, ugly faces) × location (parietal, parietal-occipital, occipital) on N1 (130-160ms) was performed. The results showed no significant interactions between task, image, and location, *F*(2, 38) = 0.016, *p* = .927, η^2^ = 0.001, as well as between task and image, *F*(1, 19) = 0.711, *p* = .410, η^2^ = 0.036. In addition, there was no main effect observed for either factor.

*P2*. A three-factor repeated-measures ANOVA of task (moral beauty judgments, moral goodness judgments) × image (beautiful faces, ugly faces) × location (parietal, parietal-occipital, occipital) on P2 (180- 250ms) was performed. We found a significant interaction among the three factors, *F*(2, 38) = 4.368, *p* = .031, η^2^ = 0.187. We further investigated the amplitude difference of face image on the P2 in the different brain areas in the two tasks. In moral beauty judgments, we found that beautiful faces induced more significant positive waves than ugly faces in the parietal, *F*(1, 19) = 4.838, *p* = .040,η^2^= 0.203, parieto-occipital,*F*(1, 19) = 7.322, *p* = .014, η^2^ = 0.278, and occipital, *F*(2, 38) = 7.310, *p* = .010, η^2^ = 0.278 areas. The closer to the occipital lobe, the greater the difference in the wave induced by beautiful and ugly faces. In the moral goodness judgments task, we observed no significant difference between beautiful and ugly face conditions in the parietal,*F*(1, 19) = 0.124, *p* = .728, η^2^ = 0.006, parieto-occipital, *F*(1, 19) = 0.002, *p* = .965, η^2^ \> 0.000, and occipital, *F*(2, 38) = 0.042, *p* = .840, η^2^ = 0.002.

*Late positive potential*. Similar to the P2 analyses, a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA (task × image × location) on LPP amplitudes was conducted. We only found a significant interaction between task and face, *F*(1, 19) = 4.982, *p* = .038, η^2^ = 0.208. Further testing showed that in moral beauty judgments, beautiful faces induced more significant positive waves than ugly faces, *F*(1, 19) = 10.618, *p* = .004, η^2^ = 0.358. However, for moral goodness judgments, we did not observe significant differences in LPP amplitudes between beautiful and ugly faces, *F*(1, 19) = 0.454, *p*= .509, η^2^ = 0.023.

Discussion {#S4}
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The behavioral results from Experiment 1 showed that participants tended to report significantly higher scores for beautiful than for ugly faces when performing moral beauty judgments. On the other hand, we did not observe score differences between beautiful and ugly face images during moral goodness judgments. This suggests that a beautiful face could improve moral beauty judgments relative to an ugly face, but a beautiful face cannot significantly improve moral goodness judgments relative to an ugly. The results of Experiment 1 thus confirmed that images of beautiful and ugly faces significantly affect moral beauty but not moral goodness judgments. Thus, the perceived image might affect moral beauty judgments but not moral goodness judgments. It is especially significant that the results of Experiment 1 were highly consistent with behavioral data from Experiment 2, which demonstrates that this result is very reliable and stable.

The ERP results from Experiment 2 showed that there were no significant interactions or main effects between the task, image, and location factors on N1. Previous studies have indicated that the combination of N1 and P2 usually reflects the visual encoding process of stimulation in the early stage ([@R40]; [@R31]; [@R29]), but they may play different roles in identifying the stimulus. Therefore, the present N1 result may simply reflect the fact that images have no effect on moral beauty judgments or moral goodness judgments in the early stage of identifying the stimuli. However, the P2 result, which may be regarded as the later stage of identifying the stimuli, shows significant interactions with task, image, and location factors. Especially in moral beauty judgments, the beautiful faces induced more positive significant P2 amplitudes than the ugly faces in the parietal and occipital areas. The closer to the occipital lobe, the greater the difference in the wave induced by beautiful and ugly faces, while there was no significant difference of P2 amplitude between beautiful faces and ugly faces in moral goodness judgments. Previous research showed that the P2 is a typical component reflecting bottom-up stimulus processing ([@R2]; [@R23]). It is worth noting that stimulus processing is not confined to stimulus recognition, but is based on a variety of stimulus features, indicating higher-level perceptual processing ([@R37]; [@R44]; [@R32]). Therefore, at this stage, the face images only affect the processing of moral beauty judgments within the time window of the P2, but they do not affect the processing of moral goodness judgments. This is probably because participants might conduct different perceptual integrations during the processing of the scenarios according to the different judgment tasks. That is, in the moral goodness judgment task, the participants only needed to form a kind of "outline" of the judged situation, which was exacted from the scenario and reflected the basic relationship describing ownership and event. They did not need to integrate image information. Therefore, the images (beautiful or ugly faces) had almost no effect during the moral goodness judgments. In the moral beauty judgment task, the participants were required to evaluate the degree of moral beauty and form a kind of "situation" (not only know that a person did this, but also to process the image of this person), which not only included the information of the basic relationship describing ownership and event, but also included the image information. Therefore, the processing of moral beauty judgments was affected by different images. This explanation is also supported by previous research on aesthetic theory, which has indicated that the processing of beauty involves perceiving the images ([@R3]; [@R8]; [@R52]). As a kind of beauty, moral beauty judgment processing also needs to integrate images, and was this affected by the images in the present study. More importantly, our viewpoint of forming the "situation" with image information at the beginning of the perception process in the moral beauty judgment task was also supported by the aesthetic processing two-stage theory ([@R24], [@R25]; [@R27]). This theory suggests that aesthetic judgments can be divided into two stages, image integration and classified evaluation. In the present study, the difference in P2 between the moral beauty judgment task demonstrated that moral beauty judgments need to integrate images, which is consistent with this theory. That is to say, the individual needs face-based intention integration in the judgment of moral beauty, but there is no such integration process in the judgment of moral goodness. As a result, the P2, which reflects integrated processing, is separated during the moral beauty judgment due to the difference between beautiful and ugly faces.

Within the 350--600 ms time window of moral beauty judgments, we also found that beautiful faces induced more positive significant LPP amplitudes in the central-parietal areas than ugly faces , but we observed no significant differences in the LPP amplitudes between beautiful and ugly faces in moral goodness judgments. The LPP is the late positive slow wave, which generally reflects higher-level cognitive processing such as reasoning, decision-making, and recall ([@R47], [@R48]; [@R26]; [@R45]). In addition, previous studies have proved that moral goodness and moral beauty judgments should both have the common stage of cognitive reasoning. For example, Greene and Haidt ([@R11]) carried out a meta-analysis of fMRI research on moral goodness judgments and found that the DLPFC was one of the important brain areas of moral goodness judgments, and this area was mainly responsible for central cognition. In addition, Wang et al. ([@R51]) found that the SFG was activated during moral beauty judgments, and it overlapped with DLPFC. Thus, the LPP mainly reflects cognitive reasoning in moral goodness or moral beauty judgments. That is, the LPP reflects the cognitive inference processing based on scene information formed in the perceptual stage. In the moral beauty judgment task, as the individual forms a "situation" including image information (beautiful or ugly face) in the perceptual stage, it produces a separation of the LPP in the cognitive reference stage. In the moral goodness judgment task, as the individual forms an "outline" in the perceptual stage, the entity image was already "filtered" in the outline and thus does not affect moral goodness judgments in the perceptual stage. Hence, no image information participates in the cognitive processing. Therefore, it does not produce a separation of the LPP under the different conditions of beautiful and ugly faces. In this part, according to the analyses of amplitude differences of the LPP under different conditions, we further confirmed the basic assumption that moral beauty judgments involve images but moral goodness judgments do not.

In summary, based on the results of the P2 and LPP analyses, we further propose the following for the processing of moral beauty judgments. The first stage is the perceptual formation, which involves forming a situation including the image information of the stimulus. Then, this situation is involved in cognitive reasoning. Therefore, the image is involved in cognitive inference. However, although moral goodness judgments had the same process as moral beauty judgments, they involve forming a kind of outline which reflects the relationship of ownership and event in the perceptual stage. This outline is then processed in the cognitive inference stage. Therefore, the stimulus images are not involved in moral cognitive inference in moral goodness judgments. Therefore, one of the important differences between moral beauty and moral goodness judgments is whether images are involved in the entire process.

Conclusion {#S5}
==========

In conclusion, to our best knowledge, this is the first study exploring whether moral beauty and moral goodness judgments involve the same or different processing. The current study suggests that when participants are required to separately evaluate the same behavior materials for moral goodness or moral beauty judgments, beautiful or ugly faces have a different impact on cognitive processing in the two tasks. Specifically, image is involved in moral beauty but not moral goodness judgments. Therefore, we can conclude that moral beauty and moral goodness judgments involve different cognitive processes with different linguistic labels, although they usually refer to the same human act. In addition, the biggest difference is in the involvement of image information in the entire process. However, the results of this study are not enough to resolve this significant problem and more future research studies are required before definite conclusions can be drawn.
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